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Introduction

As man reaches for the stars we have the great paradox of our time that
he is in danger of destroying his own environment on earth. If he can
damage it involuntarily with such ease, then surely with planned effort and
ingenuity he can control it by using modern skills and technological aids.
It is the objective of this paper, therefore, to show the very considerable
contribution that can be made to fuel conservation, the economy and a
greatly improved environment, by modern techniques that are only fully
achievable by means of predictably efficient and reliable thermal mains
systems.
Thermal Mains And The Ecological Cycle

The catalyst of ecology has stirred world concern in the environment,
pollution and conservation; in fact, joint action has already started: for
example, the United Nations Conference on these subjects in Stockholm
this month.
Thermal mains are essential to the solution of these problems because
they are the dominant part of district heating, which was recommended by
the World Energy Conference in Lausanne as the best way of conserving
world fuel and of ensuring the fullest utilisation of total energy obtained
from all potential sources. These include not only fossil and nuclear fuels,
but solar and geothermal heat and that reclaimed from electricity generation, industrial processes and the incineration of town waste with its
potential pollutants. Since, therefore, the conservation of fuel by the ecological cycle of use into re-use requires thermal mains, they can no longer be
treated just as another piece of ironmongery, a necessary evil best buried
and forgotten as soon as possible, but one of the lifelines for the survival
of at least present standards of civilisation.
Telethermics To Safeguard The Future Environment

This paper postulates and adds support with new evidence that projects
for large scale heat reclamation and the use of waste as a fuel, commendable as they are, ~ not become economically viable unless the cost-in-use
of thermaY distribution is sufficiently low. Its thermal efficiency must be
sustained at a high level, otherwise fuel will be saved in one way and then
wasted in another.
Research by the author has provided broadly based facts and figures
which confirm that the new techniques of telethermics, with their high
efficiencies, predictable reliability and lower costs, have become one of the
essential links in the global campaign to stop the dissipation of resources, to
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mmmnse pollution and to prevent further degradation of the natural and
man-made environment. Thermal mains, being the dominant and an indispensable part of district heating, will play a critical role in helping to
leave behind a world fit for future generations to live in, a problem which
is undoubtedly one of the greatest challenges of our time, perhaps the greatest that men have ever faced, and for the first time reaching world wide
proportions.
Thermal Mains Must Be Quality Engineered

A down-to-earth responsibility of engineers and others is to meet the
exponentially growing demands of civilisation which are imperilling the
needs of our children and children's children, by conserving energy and
the world's shrinking fuel resources. In this finite world this must be done
by all possible means, starting with one of the greatest uses of world fuel
which is for controlling the microclimate in the built environment. It is
therefore incumbent on all concerned to ensure that this is done by methods
that achieve optimum utilisation of energy, which in towns must inevitably
require efficient district heating. The faster that fuel reserves diminish, the
more critically important will this efficiency become and the less the
emphasis on lowest first cost. The responsibility of mains selection is,
therefore, not one to be delegated to anyone who has inadequate experience
in this important subject, and who could, therefore, be excused for relying
on the published figures of 'K' values. These values relate to laboratory
dried insulants, and can be wildly optimistic compared with the actual
measurements made in installations after a year or two of operation.
The installation of the selected thermal mains should be by the maker's
specialist craftsmen, supervised by experts. That it is critically important to
have undivided responsibility for manufacture, checking network drawings,
installation including trenching and backfilling, is the conviction and published advice of the British Standards Institution Committee of which the
author is Chairman. This Committee comprises experts from a cross-section
of the industry: users, manufacturers, consultants, contractors and the Professional Institutions. The advice has steadily evolved from their direct
experience over many years, as well as from a good feedback of information
from the diagnosis of many failures that have occurred throughout Europe.
In every case so far it was not the systems as manufactured that failed, but
the way they were installed.
Selection Of Them,al Mains On Empirical Data

Thermal mains, having caused mortal harm to district heating in the
past, and being such a critical factor for its future immense potential in
achieving energy conservation, the author decided to do some serious research
and development work. He obtained new evidence in the form of measured
long-term heat losses from most types of the:r:mally insulated mains systems,
under identical operational conditions in the same ground. The results,
which are given later in this paper, are related to the characteristics of the
soil and meteorological data, so that they can be of universal value. These
test measurements are accurate, strictly comparative and realistic so they
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are fair and seen to be fair by all concerned. They introduce the facility
of being able to choose a system that is predictably compatible with the
appropriate soil and operational condition, as well as satisfying the other
parameters of economy, functional success and avoidance of environmental
damage along the route.
The Financial Criterion Of Selection Is Cost-In-Use

It is emphasized from the financial angle also, that unless thermal
mains are chosen on a cost-in-use basis instead of just capital cost, they could
negate much of the advantage of district heating which is due to its inherent
economies of scale. Cost-in-use includes interest on capital, heat losses, maintenance and amortization. The author has learned from the experience of
failed mains networks that it would be better not to have district heating,
if first cost is so dominant that it prohibits the use of a predictable successful
system for the particular operational conditions. In some extensive schemes
the immediate capital savings have been changed to operating losses within
a year or two, quite apart from the financial penalties of litigation and
loss of goodwill. A further cost burden of premature replacements and
failed installations is that they waste the world's reserves of natural resources
and are a drag on productivity.
Thermal Losses Can Harm Ecology

Looking at the aspect of ecology, if an excess of heat is lost in distribution, then, instead of district heating helping towards a better environment,
the mains' losses along their route cause damage to grassed areas and force
the growth of vegetation so that frost kills it. The author has a rule of thumb
that if grasses and weeds grow tall and lank, the mains losses are roughly
15 per cent; if they are scorched and powder when touched, the losses are
25 per cent; but if the soil is burnt to a lifeless dust, then the losses are
40 per cent or more. To permit this needless destruction of the ecology is
intolerable.
An experience of the author illustrated in one brief episode the harm
and even danger that inadequate thermal mains systems can cause. One
winter's morning police were stopping traffic to warn drivers to go very
slowly and switch on their windscreen wipers. A short distance ahead steam
from the vicinity of heating pipes under the road had reduced visibility to
a few feet, and if allowed to condense, it instantly froze on car windscreens.
The author noticed, incidentally, that road tar over the area of underground
pipes was gently 'boiling.'
Such harmful environmental effects of ineffective insulation systems
in wet soils are now unnecessary and, therefore, inexcusable. Engineers have
to raise their standards so that they are in harmony with nature's ecology
and help the environment, not harm it.
Poor Mains Can Cause Costly Building Maintenance

If the quality of the heat service is poor, then homes, schools, offices
and hospitals served by district heating will have sub-standard heating.
Building maintenance cost $5700 million in Britain last year, and some of
this was due to dampness and condensation caused by inadequate heating.
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In terms of social economics, adequate heat to keep property above dew
point must be at a cost all can afford, otherwise much of the population will
not use it. District heating makes this realistic, providing distribution has
insignificant thermal losses.
Thermal Losses Can Degrade Health Standards

Markham, in his classic book "Climate and the Energy of Nations,"
gives evidence from history on how the progress of a nation depends on its
ability to control its environment. It is strange that nations do not seem
to realise this, and so do not spend more thought and effort in this direction
in the interests of national prestige and advancement. Statistics show just
how costly diseases that are aggravated by cold damp homes can be in terms
of rates, taxes, lost production and expenditure on health services. Bronchitis,
arthritis, asthma and rheumatism are examples of such diseases.
It is even more surprising that whereas research in the United States
and Britain has proved that a controlled environment in offices and factories
increases productivity, no commercial organisation in these countries seems
to have taken this to its logical conclusion and supported civic action for
better heating in the district, including their work-people's houses. The
time spent at home is perhaps three times greater than that at work, so it
would seem good business to encourage economical district heating.
If thermal mains cause needlessly heavy financial costs due to heat
leakage, corrosion, repairs and replacements, then the heat charge is overweighted so that lower income groups cannot afford to live in healthy warm
conditions. Hypothermia causes many deaths each year in Britain, with the
total at its peak in severe winters.
Air Pollution Reduced

Heating from a town's mains network uses perhaps about half the
amount of fuel per consumer compared with individual methods, and incidentally, its cost per public sector dwelling each year with district heating
is, in most cases, between a third and a quarter of that of individual methods.
If there is less fuel used, then there will be less pollution. This reduction
is not just pro rata with fuel usage due to differences in efficiencies and
utilisation factors, but is influenced by the highly effective filtration and
gas washing equipment practicable only with large heat stations. Electrostatic
filters used in British power stations are 99.3 per cent efficient according to
official statistics. There is no such filtration on domestic installations, and
of course the combustion efficiency is of a different order.
A large thermal or thermal electric station with a tall chimney, produces at ground level less than a tenth of the concentration of pollutants,
such as sulphur dioxide, as domestic boilers. This ratio was given in a paper
at a Clean Air Conference in Harrogate.
Natural gas in the Netherlands has a significant sulphur content, so for
the sake of cleaner air central heat stations are preferred to individual boilers,
but only now are they going ahead because of the new thermal mains which
remain reliable in spite of the wet, aggressive soils such as in the polders.
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The Ruhr is now one of the cleanest industrial areas in the world,
whereas it was once one of the worst. This is largely due to group and
district heating which already serve 40 per cent of the houses in Western
Germany, and this total is expected to grow to 66 per cent by 1980 according
to the German Building Institute statistics. Their measurements show that
for every house converted to a mains hot water supply, atmospheric pollution is reduced by one ton of soot per year. United Kingdom domestic
consumers -in 1970 produced 800,000 tons of soot.
ThermAl mains, if they are properly engineered, are therefore in effect,
arteries for the civic body helping to provide it with a clean, healthy and
comfortable environment.
Pollution Reduction By Optimum Use Of Fuel

The case has been stated above for pollution reduction and fuel conservation by changing to district heating from individual boilers. It will now be
shown that there can be very considerable savings in fuel and reduction in
air pollution between one method of central heat generation and another.
If heat and electricity are produced in the same power station or total
energy plant, then thermal efficiency can increase from, say, 30 to 80
per cent. This is perhaps an understatement, because an average efficiency
of a group of good electricity stations is under 29 per cent, but thermalelectric stations are usually 85 per cent efficient or over. In such a station
at Hasselby in Sweden, in very cold weather last year, it was seen to be
92 per cent. Thermal-electric production can be done without the penalty of
significant extra cost, if cross-compound turbo-alternators are used. Roughly
speaking, only ten per cent extra fuel is used compared with electricity
generation only, but this obviates the fuel otherwise consumed in a great
number of boilers in homes, commercial, educational and all other types
of town buildings.
The amount of coal or its equivalent used annually in British power
stations, which have a reputation for high efficiencies, is about 100 million
tons, so well over 50 million tons of fuel could be saved if all the stations
sold both forms of energy. On a world scale, by 1980 this could notionally
conserve 15,000 million tons of fuel each year, which is half the expected
total to be used for this purpose.
The reduction in pollution would be enormous if all towns obtained
heat from power stations. The astonishingly attractive appearance and
cleanliness of district heated new towns in France, Sweden or Denmark, is
a complete contrast to the grime and dirty air of older ones. Heat from the
mains also gives the freedom to have a town without an ugly silhouette
of chimneys against the skyline. Buildings and monuments will suffer
far less from the decay that is due to air pollution.
The New Thermal Mains Increase The Scope Of District Heating

In district heating, thermal mains are by far the largest single item in
the capital investment and running costs. The definition, in fact, of district
heating is "a thermal mains network distributing hot water from a central
source to all types of buildings in a conurbation."
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The cheaper and more efficient these thermal mains, the more extensive
can be the penetration of viable district heating in terms of heat load per
square mile. Residential densities with as few dwellings as six to the acre
are now being profitably served by the new techniques, whereas 25 used
to be the lowest limit for ducted mains. More of the population can enjoy
a trouble-free, convenient, clean, silent and safe method of environmental
control. Cleaner air would help to preserve the countryside and ecology in
these low residential density suburbs.
The new pressure-tight thermal mains have extended the scope of district
heating to include wet soil areas, so its benefit can now be enjoyed by people
living in those parts of Britain, Holland, Belgium and Denmark previously
unsuitable for other mains insulation methods.
The New Thennal Mains Introduce Telethermics

The long distance transmission of heat in fluid form was expensive or
even impracticable in the past, but the low-cost high-efficiency thermal
mains for telethermics can make it viable both financially and technically.
The hot water reclaimed from a refuse incinerator plant in Northern Ireland
can, for example, be profitably delivered for supplying a district heated new
town two miles away. In the past this large quantity of heat would have
been wasted.
Here is another example. The author prepared a feasibility report to
demonstrate the practicability and sound financial advantages of taking hot
condenser water from Sizewell nuclear power station on the Suffolk coast,
a distance of 22 miles, by a single thermal pipeline to a large new town at
Ipswich to heat all its buildings very cheaply. The cooled water would then
be put back into the salt water estuary. The new thermal mains for telethermics have brought exciting possibilities for reclaiming heat from even
the remotest power stations for optimum utilisation in towns and villages
over a wide radius.
Avoiding Pollution Of Rivers By Heat

Very large modern power stations at present have to be built near to
rivers or the sea, so the vast amounts of heat can be rejected. Now, telethermics give new parameters for the choice of sites because the hot condenser
water can be cooled by a town's buildings. This obviates rivers being
polluted with hot water.
Local fishermen say that in Southampton Water, hot water from power
stations has driven away all the fish except clams, which are the result of
wartime North American servicemen throwing sub-standard ones into the
sea. The progeny of these were exported to Canada and the U. S. A. until
recently, when pollution hazards made it compulsory to sterilise them,
which has rather spoiled the trade. Tropical worms encouraged by the warm
water now eat their way through the hulls of wooden boats. Instead of this
vast quantity of heat polluting Southampton Water, it could be piped by
using the new techniques of telethermics, to the developing new Hampshire
town that will eventually incorporate Southampton and Portsmouth in one
extensive conurbation.
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Heat From Nuclear Power Stations

These stations have to be on the coast as far as possible from towns,
because of the public's opposition and fear of radioactive pollution. That
the heat can be taken and used in towns has been demonstrated in a small
scheme at Farsta in Sweden. The lower cost, rapidly installed prefabricated
thermal mains introduced since then, have greatly increased the radius of
possible utilisation as suggested in the feasibility study referred to earlier.
International Coordination Necessary

Fuel supplies are very much an international affair, and so is the
transcontinental transmission of hot fluids such as heated oil. It therefore
needs world-wide cooperation for the optimum utilisation of energy, conservation of fuel resources, and the preservation of the environment and
ecology. To persist in egocentric planning at this late critical stage in human
affairs is, in the author's opinion, both reprehensible and futile. International telethermics for hot water is likely to develop in the future for
the interchange of energy in this form. The thermal mains that will be
required will be those that use the minimum of materials, preferably corrosion resistant and having low cost insulation that remains throughout a
long life at high efficiency, irrespective of aggressive soil conditions, floods
or river crossings. This can only be solved in one way, by enclosing the
insulation in a pressure-tight casing strong enough to withstand a head of
water, and proof against chemical and biological attack. There might be a
considerable international fuss if heat losses damaged the ecology en route,
either by normal heat losses or due to the casing being insufficiently robust,
so that ground water entered the insulation. There is need for international
cooperation in research and development on thermal mains.
Heat From The Mains Will Become A Normal Service

District heating growth rates are beginning to make thermal mains
in towns as normal as electricity cables. In some European countries they
are already! Recent developments both in 'thermal cables' and electricity
cables have brought them into remarkable similarity, in fact identical jointing materials and techniques are often employed for both. The temperature
of the plastic casing of a buried pipe-in-pipe heat main is usually less than
that of a power cable because it is thermally insulated. The relative figures
obtained from thermocouple sensors are: electricity cable, fully loaded,
158 F; pipe-in-pipe, 250 F flow temperature, 72 F.
Future Trends

District cooling combined with district heating is steadily developing,
and one reads of whole towns such as Tashkent in the U . S. S. R. that are
having a centralised control of the microclimate of heating, cooling and
humidity. In sophistication of environmental control the Isle of Man, which
is equi-distant between England, Ireland and Scotland, has gone one stage
further and has a large indoor area lit by infra-red and ultra violet sun
lamps so that in poor weather holiday makers can sunbathe in comfort and
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gain a healthy tan. District cooling has now come to Europe too. There is to
be a scheme in central London, there is one already at London Airport, and
another which was the concept of the author at the extensive Road Research
Laboratories complex near Windsor.
High Growth Rate Of European District Heating

District heating is well established and continues to develop rapidly,
e.g. Sweden, which has one of the highest growth rates and many of its
large towns have well over 90 per cent of buildings connected to the mains.
The aim of the electricity authorities is to extend district heating to all towns
and villages, using combined heat and power in the larger schemes. Pipe-inpipe systems are now generally used.
Denmark, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Netherlands, Belgium,
U. S. S. R. and Eastern European countries, Spain, Finland and others are
all active. Switzerland, a country like Sweden with much hydro-electricity,
has a plan for district heating in all its towns, e.g. Zurich, where a 10-year
development programme has started.
The new economical heat mains have contributed to European district
heating progress, especially as they came fortuitously at a time when
hundreds of kilometres of once conventional thermal mains in ducts were
beginning to cause trouble and to need premature replacement.
Remarkable Growth Rate In The United Kingdom

It is only necessary to look at the graph (Fig. 1) of rate of increase
of official schemes in England alone to see that it is exponential. The sudden
upsurge came when the following things happened:
1. The new pressure-tight low-cost pipe-in-pipe-systems became available and were widely adopted.
2. The District Heating Association was founded, and some of the first
help it gave included an explanation as to how the centralised heat
concept could give higher domestic heating standards without a
significant increase in weekly cost.
3. The Government issued an Appendix to a Housing Act offering extra
loan sanction, unsubsidised and at market rates for any additional
cost of district heating over alternative methods providing the costin-use was lower.
4. Authorities such as The Greater London Council made installations
for full house heating to good standards mandatory. This is now
normal in all district heating schemes. Heating to 70 F minimum
must by law be available day and night all the year to the tenants
in houses for the elderly.
5. Heat supply contractors now offer to design, build and operate
schemes. In some cases they will provide the capital.
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New Confidence In District Heating

The absence in recent years of the serious costly failures with thermal
mains that occurred in 80 per cent of the early schemes, brought a new
confidence in the viability of district heating. The extensive heat main
failures that have occurred in a few more recent schemes, in which loose
fills were used, did not disturb official confidence because prior advice had
been given that such methods were unsuitable for the wet sites and a short
life was predicted. The continued success of two highly regarded English
schemes, each 20 years old, had prevented what could have been a complete debacle. They continue to provide very low-cost heat to consumers.
One is operated by Westminster City Council, London, which brings waste
heat from Battersea power station. There is no metering. A 100-year-old
walk-in tunnel was found under the River Thames, and this was used for
the mains. The heat losses are less than four per cent. The other scheme is at
Sheffield, also unmetered, and it too has mains in tunnels, although even
there the glass-reinforced polyester casing over the insulation disintegrated
and had to be replaced. The heat service was unaffected.
New Schemes

Most of the new schemes are in new housing developments or in rebuilt town areas. They range in size from a small group of houses for the
elderly to 10,000 dwellings plus schools, hospitals, churches, factories, offices
and public buildings.
District Heating By Electricity Authorities

The economic and technical advantages of the newly available prefabricated pressure-tight insulation systems have contributed to the viability
of a new extremely large district heating and cooling scheme, which will
use heat at present rejected into the River Thames from Bankside power
station. The London Electricity Board obtained powers by Act of Parliament
in February 1972, to sell heat as well as electricity. This is an important
and historic step forward for British district heating and fuel conservation.
The author believes it is unlikely that it would have occurred in the absence
of the pipe-in-pipe thermal mains, if only because of the difficulties and
public expense of having large ducts open for many months in city streets
whilst mains were installed, insulated and tested. It is reported that this
scheme will include a mile long area of office blocks, law courts and other
Government buildings, hotels with a total of 10,000 beds and homes for
7,000 people. The revenue is expected to be nearly $1.5 million a year by
1980 and the capital cost, including pipe-in-pipe air gap system is $1.3
million. The heating will be cheaper than any other method and will save
ten per cent on building costs through space economies by obviating local
boiler houses. Other similar schemes are being considered or actively planned
in the U.K.
New Towns

District heating is being, or is to be, installed in the third generation of
New Towns, and is now being considered for the earlier ones that were built
just before the new upsurge in district heating started.
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Urban Renewal -

District Heating Cheapest

Low-cost, very efficient and easily installed thermal mains have helped
to make the installation of district heating in housing renewal schemes
cheaper than individual methods. These schemes are part of national policy,
whereby good old houses are made into attractive and very comfortable
new ones with full heating. Rochdale, Lancashire, has a district of nearly
1,000 houses being dealt with in this way and Whitworth too, a good engineering name, is an attractive model village created out of grimy slums. The
private residents on the other side of this Lancashire valley are organising
a similar metamorphosis for their property, with district heating of course.
Private Builders' Developments

Private developments of district heating, including those long established
for industrial estates, are in the minority. One of these is at Summer Shard
in Somerset, a small speculative builder's district heating achievement, a
beautiful village with houses in mellow Bath stone set amongst lawns and
ornamental trees. The owners pay from under $3 to $5 per week, according
to the size of the house, for heating and hot water, all unmetered. The glass
fibre reinforced polyester service pipe system used for some of the houses has
been removed, because the type of resin that had been used was later found
by laboratory tests to become unstable in the soil after a limited life.
Progress In Scotland, Wales And Northern Ireland

In addition to England, good progress is now being made in Scotland,
Wales and Northern Ireland including Belfast, Londonderry and in new
towns. District heating in these countries had also been held back, mainly
because the predominantly wet soils had made efficient telethermics almost
impossible prior to the introduction of pressure-tight systems.
Attitude Of The Government

The new confidence in viable district heating, resulting from successful
schemes and reasonable costs, also had its beneficial effects in official circles;
a fact of great importance because in Britain the majority of schemes are
in the public sector.
The Government made their attitude to district heating clear in a House
of Commons statement in November 1970: "New and expanded towns
already consider the case for district heating and that for total energy when
the opportunity occurs. They should continue that practice. Local Authorities
will also be encouraged to do so for their major redevelopment schemes."
The Government recently published an important document giving
guidance on district heating. It is Government Circular 82/71, "District
Heating, A Check List and Commentary." It has been widely welcomed
not only in Britain, but elsewhere. The Swiss representative at a recent
international district heating meeting stated that this Circular had already
proved a valuable guide when preparing their whole town district heating
schemes.
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Discussions between local authorities and the author as part of his
normal work as district heating adviser, "provides advice based on recent
work and experience to enable local authorities to give full and balanced
consideration to any proposals for district heating."
The Minister, in a recent speech, stated that: "The Government also
give encouragement in the form of Research and Development programmes
and the free provision of a computer programme for optimising heat mains
routes, insulation and sizing."
"Where local authorities have decided to have district heating, the
Government encourages them to do so by giving loan sanction for the extra
capital cost, if any, of district heating over individual methods. This is dependent upon schemes being checked for technical and economic viability."
Automatic, Unattended Boiler Houses

One of the six heat service contractors, Shell Mex and BP Ltd., who
install and operate district heating schemes, has 75 unattended district
heating schemes all over the U. K. which are computer controlled automatically from one central point in the Strand, London. There is a constant,
immediate service available in case of a failure. This automation and rationalisation can provide a lower heat charge in some towns than by the local
authority operating the installation themselves.
District heating will become another town utility in time, if this trend
continues in Britain and develops as in France, Sweden and Germany.
Many Authorities, including the New Towns, are attracted to the heat supply
contract concept because it obviates the responsibility of them starting an
organisation for operation, maintenance, collection of charges and consumer
services. These heat supply contractors are opposed to metering because of
the extra expense and the very considerable troubles and bad publicity that
have been caused by metering in towns and cities, including London, Newcastle, Billingham and Manchester which have now banned it.
Field Tests On Operational Systems

The author attempted, as a first step, to obtain measurements of operational heat losses from all types of insulation systems, including the then
conventional methods and the new pipe-in-pipe technique of which he had
initiated the first operational installations in Britain. This was a Research
and Development exercise to compare actual heat losses over a long period
with those calculated using published insulation 'K' factors. Considerable
discrepancies were found only in the case of the conventional methods; the
rest were identical.
These tests showed a serious disadvantage when the installation comprised pairs of pipes in the soil or in loose fills that were found to be damp
by the test teams. A complaint from one town was that although insufficient
heat was reaching one area due to mains losses, the return water that was
lukewarm at the remote point had reached a high temperature where it
entered the boiler house. Heat had short circuited from flow to return mains
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through the powder insulant right along the route. This was not a heat loss,
but it caused a sub-standard service and environment. There was excessive
electricity wastage because the pumps circulated water at a useless temperature in the index circuit. This same effect was observed in the Department
of the Environment's Heat Mains Test Ground at Cardington, near Bedford,
England, where the short-circuits of heat that occur, especially in wet
weather between pairs of adjacent pipes, reduce the heat losses. This is
evident because the pipe temperature is lower at the furthest point from
the heat source and regains heat on its return. The losses would be higher
than at present recorded, if the flow and return pipes were further apart.
Comparative Heat Loss Test Concept

These experiences, field tests and visual inspections had provided new
data which was so extremely different from that generally assumed to
exist, that it called for a fresh approach to heat loss measurement. Credibility in the existence of such extremes could only be achieved by having
controlled test conditions identical in every respect of each system.
The author therefore had the concept of a comparative heat loss test
ground where makers could install their systems side by side under identical
conditions of pipe size, temperature, ground conditions, water velocity and
so on. An independent authority, the Heating & Ventilating Research Association, was used to check that installations were standard productions and
that all test installations were accurate and equal.
To Measure Is To Know

'K' values of insulation thus measured were so different, except in the
pressure-tight systems, from those used by designers, that by using them a
designer could jeopardise the financial viability of a scheme. Empirical data
was therefore urgently needed to place district heating's financial foundations
on a sound basis.
It was Lord Kelvin who said that you don't know anything about a
thing until you can measure it - his words were: "When you can measure
what you are speaking about and express it in numbers, you know something
about it and when you cannot measure it in numbers your knowledge is of
a meagre and unsatisfactory kind." Measurements from the comparative
tests would replace assumptions.
They could allow the right system to be selected for any particular
combination of soil conditions, operating temperature, fuel cost and required
length of economic service.
The Test Facilities

The first period of test measurements was one year, August 1970 to
July 1971, but it is a very long-term test programme and has already been
operating for over two years without interruption, apart from brief power
cuts. The thermally insulated underground mains systems are installed in
a meadow which is typical of British soil conditions, that is, dry in good
weather and wet otherwise. The makers of systems commercially available
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and actually in use in Britain, provided and installed their product or material, or supervised the work to their own drawings. They all certified
the installations as satisfactory and standard. Further test positions have been
provided for any insulation systems that become established and commercially available in the future, and comply with the officially defined
requirements for inclusion, which are that the tests are for the guidance of
users rather than opportunities for firms to develop or promote novel
techniques and systems.
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Fm. 2--Underground heat mains test facilities, 12 systems, comparative heat losses recorded
over long period. The 12 systems include bare pipe, pipes in conventional ducts, pipes insulated with in-situ materials in trenches, and pipe-in-pipe systems with and without air gap.

Each test loop installation is of one-in. nominal bore steel pipe, 100 ft
long. The systems are entirely separate and operate continuously at a controlled hot water circulating temperature of 250 F, except in the two cases
referred to later. The test installations include two right-angle bends with
anchors to obtain some degree of movement due to expansion and contraction
(Fig. 2). A brick and concrete access chamber is provided in each case,
except for the three air gap systems which have their standard pressuretight types.
The Importance Of Soil Conditions On System Selection

The results of soil tests are also given as reference points (Fig. 3) . It
is unfortunate that engineers do not always realise how important is the
influence of soils and ground conditions on thermal mains. It pays good
dividends and can avoid disasters, if the soil along a proposed route for mains
is thoroughly investigated. Simulated ground conditions, such as tanks of
inert sand, are useless for making tests as research and development engineers in Sweden have discovered. The soil can be the enemy of heat mains
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if not understood and treated with respect. There is a suitable system for
any soil, some for a type that is always dry and others for the other extreme,
in fact even for submarine thermal pipelines. There are types that alone are
satisfactory if there is wheeled traffic loading or ground settlement. Some
systems would fail in acid soil but not in alkaline. Fortunately, some systems
are ubiquitous as successful installations because some pipe routes include
many types of soils.
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Results Of Comparative Heat Loss Tests

The test results from the Cardington thermal mains test ground programme are shown in the Chart Figure 4, and "league table" (Figs. 4
and 5).
There were ten systems in the first year of tests. Their description and
performance are given as follows, but it should be made clear that this is a
long-term programme and so it is too early to form any final conclusions.
Further tests of intermittent operation are now in progress.
System 1 . Bare Pipe In Soil.

This test is to provide for the first time, empirical data on heat
transfer rates between pipes and soil. The heat losses were not the
highest of all systems, as expected. They were less than those of the insulated pipes in a duct, and the same as one of the calcareous powders.
The soil immediately surrounding the pipe was found to be hard
and dry, and showed clearly that the continuous heat emission from
the pipe had made it into an insulator. This partially explains why
the pipe surface in contact with the soil was as good as new, whereas
severe corrosion would not have been surprising.
System 2. Insulated Pipes In An Underground Concrete Duct.

The suspended pipes are insulated with one of the standard preformed materials used in concrete ducts. The insulation is resin bonded
glass fibre wrapped in bitumen impregnated roofing felt. The supports
are 100 per cent insulated so that no heat leakage occurs through metal
hangers or rollers. The duct is concrete and is of good standard design
and quality. There is automatic pumped drainage. It is very rarely used
now for district heating because it is generally the most expensive
system to install. This ducted system has the greatest heat losses of
all the ten tested. Had this been predictable as academicians, wise after
the event, are now saying was possible, then ducts for underground
thermal mains would probably have been abandoned by engineers much
sooner.
It is useful to know that in similar concurrent tests in Wales, the
duct system also showed the highest heat losses of all systems. The
insulation in small ducts in wet ground is apparently nearly always
damp, so like wet clothes, it is worse than useless if saturated. The
surface area is three times as great as that of the pipe, and there is
a constant wicking effect from the hygroscopic insulation. The insulating value of damp glass fibre insulation, resin bonded, has been
measured and it is very poor.
System 3. Loose Fill Calcareous Powder.

This is a suitably prepared chalk powder treated with a stearate
to give it water repellency. The heat losses were less than those of the
duct, the pipe in the soil, and the similar System 6. The rate of heat
loss shows that the powder did not retain its original insulating value,
and its moisture content varied significantly with the level of the soil
water table.
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System 4. Pipe-in-Pipe System Without Air Gap, Polyurethane Insulated.

The steel service pipe, as in all similar systems, is in 20-ft standard
lengths, and is placed horizontally and concentrically inside a plastics
casing and then polyurethane foam is injected into the annular space.
The joints are closed by a heat-shrink sleeve exactly as used for electric
cables, and then polyurethane insulation is injected.
The heat losses were as insignificant as those calculated, until at the
time of the power cuts in December 1970 an upward trend started and
continued. It was found that ground water had entered the joints.
Prior to this event, the firm had started to introduce a new system with
improved joint in place of the type that was being tested.
Due to the leaks, the aggregate of heat losses for the year are much
higher than those calculated using dry insulation figures, but nevertheless it is interesting to note that the total is only a third of those for
any of the non-pressure tight Systems 1, 2, 3 and 6.
System 5. Pipe-in-Pipe System Without Air Gap, Polyurethane Insulated.

This plastic system is similar to Systems 4, 8, 11 and 12. It was
not installed until July 1971, the end of the year of tests, so it is too
early to report on its operation.
System 6. Loose Fill Calcareous Powder.

This is a similar material to System 3. The heat losses are less
than those of pipes in a duct and from the pipes directly buried in the
soil. They vary excessively according to rainfall and water table.
System 7. Pipe-in-Pipe Air Gap System, Calcium Silicate Insulated
Asbestos-Cement Cased.

A pressure-tight system, pipe-in-pipe, with 1 Yz in. radial thickness
calcium silicate insulation in two half sections, and a one in. minimum
air gap between it, and the concentric casing of spun asbestos cement.
The joints between lengths are made with rubber 0-rings between the
casing and the slide-on sleeve of the same material. It has passed the
British Standard test, as have Systems 9 and 11, and this is similar to
that used by the U. S. Building Research Advisory Board, of filling the
air gap and insulation of a 20-ft test length with boiling water and
steam for some days, then draining and drying the system. This procedure is repeated several times, and to meet the British Standard
Specification, the system must remain unchanged thermally and
mechanically. The heat losses of this unventilated air gap system were
slightly less than those calculated, and a good deal less than those of
the similar System 9. System 7 has exactly the same insulation but
has a-c casings and a ventilated air gap. The casing has a thermal
transmittance value in terms of Btu/in./sq ft/hr/deg F of 5.0 when
dry and 7.0 when saturated. It is made to British Standard 4508 Part
2 and British Standard Code of Practice 3009.
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Asbestos cement cased systems have not always been successful
elsewhere in Europe, and first-hand reports to the author recently
indicate that the joints failed due to inadequate care in installation
and to divided responsibility.
System 8. Pipe-in-Pipe Non-Air-Gap System, Polyurethane Insulated.

A plastic insulated system similar to 4, 5, 8, 10 and 12. The
20-ft long pipe assemblies are foamed in the factory as is normal with
all the systems enumerated above.
The system was not installed until June 1971, so the continuous
heat tests will be applied for a year at least before test results are
published.
System 9. Pipe-in-Pipe Air Gap System, Steel Cased, Calcium Silicate Insulated.

This is a system that was introduced in its original pressure-tight
form several decades ago. The heat losses are close to those calculated
and have remained consistently low, apart from an accidental wetting
of the insulation due to a manhole cover being left improperly fastened
in very wet weather.
The system dried out by itself to its original efficiency and has
remained so. This was an unintended test, but it proved valuable in
demonstrating the unique benefit of air gap systems being able to be
drained, dried and satisfactorily restored to their original condition. It
is designed, made and installed to British Standard 4508 Part 1 and
Code of Practice 3009, which requires undivided responsibility throughout, including trenching, installation, testing and backfilling. The
calcium silicate insulation is full-circle 1 Yz-in. radial thickness. The
two service pipes are in one steel casing, protected with three layers of
glass fibre bandage and bitumen.
System 10. Pipe-in-Pipe Non-Air-Gap System, Polyurethane Insulated.

This is a similar System to 4, 5, 8 and 12. The heat losses for the
first year were the lowest of all the systems, but closely followed by
System 12.
System 11. Pipe-in-Pipe Air Gap System, Steel Cased, Calcium Silicate
Insulated.

It complies with British Standard 4508 Part 1 and Code of Practice
3009. The insulation is calcium silicate, one-in. radial thickness in full
circles, whereas Systems 7 and 9 are 1 Yz in. thick. The two pipes are in a
single steel casing. The same thickness of insulation could have been used
for all three systems, but the decision was left to the makers. Normally,
it is a customer's choice, but for these tests the offer of different
thicknesses was seen as an opportunity to be able to compare the economics. The access chamber is pressure-tight steel and has been temporarily under water after storms. When opened later it was dry,
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cool and the white paint was spotlessly clean. The drain tap is kept
closed, but like System 9, the vent pipe in the test building is always
open to atmosphere. The heat losses were consistently close to those
calculated.
System 12. Pipe-in-Pipe Non-Air-Gap System, Polyurethane Insulated.

The heat losses for the first year were, together with System 10,
the lowest.
Conclusions From The First Year Of Comparative Heat Loss Tests

The ten systems had test results that were divided into two distinct
groupings, one in which the heat losses are severe and far greater than the
calculated figures. Apart from the natural increases in heat losses due to the
soil resistivity, they vary excessively according to the rainfall and wetness
of ground conditions. The other group is of systems with insulation losses
that remained as high as their original calculated values, based on dry
thermal insulation 'K' factors irrespective of how saturated the soil may be.
The slight variations in over-all heat losses are only those due to changes
in ambient temperature and thermal resistivity of the soil cover. In the
first group are Systems 1, 2, 3 and 6, whilst in the second are all the six
pressure-tight pipe-in-pipe systems.
The thermal resistivity of the soil changed with water content, and
as all systems were in the same ground at approximately the same depth,
this part of the heat leakage path was common to all systems. The heat
transfer was from the service pipe hot water to the lowest ambient temperature, either soil or air, and this was also the same for all systems. These
results support the British Standards Institute Code of Practice 3009 and
British Standard Specification 4508 recommendations that in wet soils only
pressure-tight systems should be used. The scientific methods of identifying
soil conditions as 'wet' or 'dry' are given in both these documents.
Value Of The Data

So far only preliminary results have been obtained and much longer
testing has to be done before final conclusions can be drawn.
Cost-in-use is the correct indicator when selecting systems, providing
realistic test data is used for thermal insulation 'K' factors in the formulae
given below. In addition to economic considerations, due regard will have to
be paid to environmental aspects and quality of service, otherwise the bare
pipe in the ground would perhaps turn out to be the "best buy" in some
short-term projects, or where heat is very cheap.
Methods Of Economic Selection

The basic formulae in district heating handbooks; the Institution of
Heating & Ventilating Engineers 1970 Guide, Book C; and the British
Standards Institution Specification 4508; are normally used to determine
the optimum insulation material, thickness and enclosure system. The calculations derive their results from the substitution of theoretically dry insulation 'K' factors and those for the air space (if -a ny) and soil cover. The
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other items, such as pipe walls and any comparatively thin casings of the
insulation, do not usually have a significant influence. The heat loss formulae
are from fundamental equations such as:
tp _ ta

Q
Where Q
tp

Rl

+

RA

+

Re

+

Re

= heat loss in unit time per unit length of system.
= temperature of single pipe or mean temperature of pair
of pipes.
= temperature of air or ground, whichever is the lower.

ta
R = thermal resistances of insulation R1 , air gap RA, casing
or duct wall Re and earth cover and ground surface
resistance Re,
The required performance of an insulation system may be for one of
the following reasons:
1. Economics. The optimum insulation material, thickness and system

of enclosure are calculated to achieve the lowest combined costs
of fuel and insulation.
2. Protection of the Environment Over the Pipeline. If the casing temperature is required to be below a certain level, then this figure
should be substituted in the standard formulae for calculating firstly
the required value and secondly the insulation 'K' factor.
3. Controlled Temperature Drop Along Pipeline. This is satisfied by
substituting the required values of temperatures at either end of the
pipeline in the following formula:
Rl

L

+ Re=
MC log n

(0 1 -

0)

(02 -

0a)

a

Where L = length of the pipeline.
Where M = minimum mass flow in the pipe.

= specific heat capacity of the fluid.

C
log n =
0 =
R1 =
Re =

Naperian log
temperatures, 0 1 at entry, 0 2 at terminal and 0a of air.
thermal resistance of insulation.
thermal resistance of soil cover and surface resistance.

The author emphasizes that if the thermal resistance of insulation in a
system throughout its life cannot be predictable as being to its dry 'K' factor,
then realistic data from operational tests should be used for design calculations. In wet soils only pressure-tight enclosure of the insulation can ensure
permanently dry insulation.
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The values of Re can be obtained from soil thermal conductivity tests
along the pipe route, or by using empirical data from tests made on other
sites, but with correction factors. It has to be remembered that soil can be
an insulator of varying efficacy or it can be a conductor if water is moving
through the ground, e.g. in a river valley.
The Cardington soil can be compared with other types as follows:
Thermal conductivity
Btu in ft2h F

Material

Cardington soil
Clay, moisture content 11 %
Clay, density 75 lb/cu ft, moisture content 14%
Clay, moisture content 30%
Various silty and gravelly sands
Silty clays and loams
Dry sand
Brick duct walls
Concrete duct walls

12
7.5 to 8.7
2.6
6
5 to 20
4 to 12
2.1
5.6 to 11.6
10

Present Comparative Heat Loss Test Programme

The tests are being continued, but on a different programme with hot
water being circulated for five days, then allowed to cool down for two
days. The exceptions are systems added at a late stage and which will remain constantly at full temperature for a year. Intermittent operation has
found faults in systems that previously were satisfactory.
Additional Comparative Heat Loss Tests

Facilities for additional commercially available and established systems
have now been provided. The tests on pipes in the duct will include uncovered calcium silicate and then foamed glass insulation, which has a
closed cell structure with strong membrane walls that can withstand water
under pressure. Instead of the bare pipe in the soil, System 1 being steel,
a trial is to be made with centrifugally cast epoxy resin reinforced glass
fibre pipe.
Reliability Tests

Whilst there is an inherent fault detection and location facility in the
air gap systems which, as already demonstrated at Cardington, provide the
benefit of the insulation being self-drying after repair, the present non-airgap systems do not have this valuable facility. The author is active in the
development of such a facility, which he feels is a necessity until such time
as joint failures become almost unknown. Damage by water ingress into
foamed polyurethane insulation is irreversible.
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The joints and fittings, as with other piped services and electric cables,
have proved to be the most vulnerable part of systems, so vigorous tests that
could prove their reliability were considered an obvious necessity. The author
designed and initiated a long-term test facility and the first long-term
reliability test programme is now starting.
Adaptability Of Pipe-in-Pipe Systems

It is simple and relatively inexpensive to alter, add to, or repair these
systems because of their adaptability. It is unnecessary, at least with the
plastics systems, to interrupt the heat service, except locally perhaps. A
circuit can be added or a local by-pass of a faulty pipe length can be installed without draining down or cutting off the heat supply. It is a technique
known as 'hot tapping,' which is normal for providing a connection to a
new consumer without stopping the system. One advantage of hot water as
the heat transfer medium is that any unavoidable and temporary interruption of service is not observable by consumers, because of the flywheel effect
of the large quantity of reserve heat stored in the hot water in the mains
network.
Cost-In-Use

The test results with any adjustments necessary for different soils and
temperatures will enable costs-in-use to be calculated. The capital costs will
be those applicable locally. Taking one current example, the change from
ducts to steel cased pipe-in-pipe at the Lissom Green, Westminster project,
gave a contractual saving of $300,000. This is not a large scheme.
The low cost-in-use non-air-gap systems have introduced a new basic
design parameter into district heating. Instead of choosing a high-flowtemperature mains system, it may in the future be a greater over-all economy
to keep within the present 250 F limit of the polyurethane insulation.
Foamed polyurethane is one of the cheapest materials and yet it has the
highest insulation value. The lightness, low cost and high speed of installation of these various prefabricated systems may often give them a cost
benefit that outweighs those of higher temperature systems.
Critical Importance Of New Techniques On Fuel Conservation

Whereas the financial benefits of having thermal mains with insignificant losses can be considerable and are shared by all concerned, there
is the far more long-term advantage of helping to conserve fuel resources.
The ratio of heat losses between the best and the worst systems in the
Cardington tests was one to four. In the worst system, the duct site measurements of heat losses have shown annual losses of 50 per cent of the heat
generated. If a lower figure of, say, 20 per cent is taken, then by using
an efficient system this could be reduced to five per cent or less. Threequarters of the fuel wasted in mains losses could be saved. This rate of
economy would be enormous if it were to be applied to the world total of
fuel used for district heating and cooling. If and when world shortage of
fuel reserves reaches crisis point and district heating is in general use, low
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loss heat mains will be essential for achieving maximum economy. The
author believes that reliable, highly efficient thermal mains will become
mandatory before such a crisis develops because of public pressure for
conservation.
Taking just the very small percentage of district heating in Britain as
an index, the value of underground pipe-in-pipe systems being installed annually is over $5 million, and if present trends continue this will double
every few years. The lower cost of mains make it generally more economic
to have long interconnecting pipes between areas of development, so permitting one boiler house instead of two or more separate boiler houses. The
more economical heat mains become, the fewer the number and the larger
the size of thermal or thermal electric stations per town or region.
Energy From Waste -

Emulating Nature

It is interesting to observe how nature maintains the ecological cycle.
Energy for future growth and food supplies is obtained from the 'pollution'
of decaying leaves and vegetation each year. This 'pollution' can look very
beautiful in a beech wood for example in late autumn sunshine. Carbon
dioxide is absorbed and oxygen produced as a continuing process of
photosynthesis.
If nature can do it so can men. Composting of organic matter is good
ecology, but with plastics for example, that will not decompose, then incineration is an equivalent process, because with a heat content equal to fuel oil
they can be recycled into useful energy for supporting civilisation, whilst
at the same time conserving fossil fuel reserves.
All town wastes are incinerated without significant pollution and the
heat reclaimed is used for heat and electricity generation. Some examples
that come to mind are Hartford, Connecticut, U. S. A.; Malmo, Sundyberg
and Vasteras in Sweden; Paris, France; Copenhagen, Denmark; Rosenheim,
Germany; and Bern in Switzerland.
Electricity From Incineration: Partial Energy Recovery

There is only one refuse incineration scheme in Europe for electricity
generation only, and that is in London. It can produce 45 MW at peak load
from town garbage, and the electricity is sold to the Area Electricity Board.
The reject heat is jettisoned into the atmosphere by means of five cooling
towers. The total heat so disposed of is 300 million Btu/hr, which is enough
to supply 10,000 dwellings and 35,000 people with heating and hot water.
The income from the sale of electricity is $1,300,000 a year, plus $260,000
for scrap metal. This is separated after incineration, because it is hard to
recruit men who will go near raw garbage. The maximum capacity of refuse
that can be handled per day is 1660 British tons.
Potential Value Of Rejected Heat

The low cost thermal mains now available would, if used to distribute
the hot water to the neighborhood, raise the income from its present 39
per cent of the total operating cost to nearer 93 per cent, which is the figure
for a smaller installation at Rosenheim, \Vest Germany. This latter scheme
sells all the energy available, heat and electricity.
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The heat content of London refuse is 4250 Btu per lb, but by 2000 A.O.
it is expected to be 6000 Btu per lb, assuming the present trends continue
of rising heat content per lb of garbage and more of it per capita. It is now
two lb per person per day, whereas in the U. S. A. it is 3¥2 lb per person
per day; in fact, it is said that the number of trash bins per family is now
a status symbol! In the U. S. A. by 2000 A.D. there will be 400 million tons
of garbage to dispose of annually.
If all the U. K . garbage was collected together for a year, at present it
would form a mountain of fuel with enough heat content to provide five
million people with heating, hot water and electricity for a year. Domestic
waste in England only in 1970 was 16 million British tons.
Piped Refuse Gives New Freedom

Vehicles handling town waste add to pollution of the air, they aggravate
traffic congestion and are painfully noisy to residents when collecting. If
there are no roads for heavy vehicles for this purpose on a district heated
housing estate, there is no need for any roads for heavy traffic. This not
only makes for safer estates, but provides extra space for housing, grassed
areas and play spaces.
In Westminster, a scheme now operating has refuse collected in 20-in.
diameter vacuum pipes underground direct into the district heating boiler
and incinerator house. This is similar to an established scheme in Sundyberg,
Sweden.
Nottingham Scheme: A Modern Example

One of Europe's larger district heating schemes in the make is at
Nottingham and next year the heat will come from the incineration of town
waste and garbage. It has to be incinerated, in any case, because there are
no spaces left to dump it. Heat and electricity will be produced, and the
economies of scale will be such that the heat charge will be reduced in 1973
from the present figure of about $2.50 for a million Btu's. This is a cost-inuse that includes fuel, operation, capital charges, repairs, replacements,
distribution and administration, etc. The present scheme uses temporary
boilers, oil fired, local to each main development and these will be moved
on to various new extensions as they are started each year.
Energy Balance -

Ecological Cycle

The Nottingham figures, taking just one example, illustrate that civilisation could copy nature quite closely in its ecological cycle. There is still
an imbalance, however, between the demands for heat and power and that
obtainable from the incineration of town waste. In Nottingham, all the
heat requirements in the large district heated areas of the city will be obtained from the garbage collected from them and from outlying districts
too. Coal will be used only to generate electricity for operating the incineration and district heating plants.
In general, it is probable that heat from incineration could supply between 10 and 70 per cent of a town's heat load, depending on the ratio of
areas district heated to those of garbage collection. It could also provide
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electricity with only a small reduction in thermal capacity. The remainder
of the energy requirements of towns could largely be met with minimum
use of fossil fuels by combined heat and power stations.
Use Into Re-Use -

The New Criterion Of National Success

There are some radical changes coming about in world opm10n concerning assessment of national success. It is known that at present the
standards of living of a country are almost in direct proportion to the fuel
consumption per capita. The author suggests that this is wrong because it
makes a virtue of profligate use of fuel. Conservation is more vital to future
generations than present gross national products.
In place of GNP as the index of national success, a new status symbol
has become essential which gives credit for optimum use of energy, conservation, good living standards and environment, but bad marks for pollution, fuel dissipation, garbage dumps, cooling towers, heat dumping and
waste generally.
The most energetic and progressive nations, Markham wrote, are those
who learn to control their environment. The author suggests a new definition
in the modern idiom: "The most energetic, progressive and successful nations are those who control their environment at high standards without
dissipating natural resources and causing pollution."
Remembering Lord Kelvin's wise words, how could relative success in
the world league table be measured? The standard of living would be proportional to the amount of electricity, heating and cooling used per capita,
but suitably corrected for climatic conditions. This, however, would not
discriminate between extravagant nations and those with engineers who
are skillful in the optimum utilisation of the total energy potential and the
waste products of civilisation.

The top positions in the world league would, therefore, be held by those
nations which used the lowest percentage of fuel for each unit of energy
consumed. Let the competition now start for the highest ECF - Energy
Conservation Factor.
The Essential Link -

Thermal Mains

The optimum utilisation of energy in towns is dependent inter alia on
good thermal mains. The lower their cost-in-use, the greater the scope and
growth rate of district heating. The more district heating there is, the more
world fuel resources are conserved. The less fuel that is burned, the cleaner
the air and the greater benefits to ecology and the environment. All these
encourage good economics and a better quality of living for present and
future generations. But the thermal mains must be good and stay good.
Their vital importance as a link in conservation on which civilisation's future
depends, must be fully realised.
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Alexander Pope once said that whatever link you break in nature's chain
you break the chain, and if he had lived in a later century he might have
been writing of ecology and thermal mains in his lines: " . . . the least
confusion, but in one, not all that system only, but the whole must fall."
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